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Motivation

Low energy scan (NICA, FAIR, 
RHIC) is going to provide us 
new information! 
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Strangeness observables are still not well understood!

Which is the role played by the Kaon potential? 

G.Agakishiev et al. [HADES Collaboration],           
Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 132301 (2009).

M.M. Aggarwal  et al. [STAR Collaboration],     
arXiv:1007.2613 (2010).



Parton Hadron String Dynamics

 QGP phase by the 
 Dynamical Quasi-Particle Model

   which matches lattice QCD.

Strongly interacting quasi-particles                      
massive quarks and gluons (g, q, qbar) 
with sizeable collisional widths in 
self-generated mean-field potential.

 Non-equilibrium relativistic off-shell transport model:
    based on  the 1st order gradient expansion of Kadanoff-Baym equations 

 W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919; NPA831 (2009) 215, W. Cassing, EPJ  ST 168 (2009) 3
 W. Cassing, E.L. Bratkovskaya, Nucl.Phys. A831 (2009) 215; E.L.Bratkovskaya et al, NPA856 (2011) 162

Applicable to describe strongly-
interacting liquids as well as gases!

 Off-shell hadronic collision      
    dynamics and mean fields        
           

 Microscopic description of the heavy-ion collision      
   with full time evolution:
   transition from hadrons to partons; 
   lattice QCD EoS;
   dynamical hadronization and hadronic rescattering.
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High energy inelastic hadron-hadron collisions 
are described by the FRITIOF string model 
(including PYTHIA) whereas low energy hadron-
hadron collisions are modelled based on 
experimental cross sections.

Talks by Elena Bratkovskaya and Pierre Moreau  



Directed Flow: <p
x
> and v
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First type of collective motion to be identified among fragments of HIC. 

It represents the deflection of the produced particles in the reaction plane.

Non central collisions!

Interaction between constituents

Pressure gradient

Asymmetry in momentum space

Spatial asymmetry

Collective transverse motion
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Time Evolution of the Directed Flow 
Protons:

Normal flow 
is established in the early stage 
of the collision and marginally 
distorted  during the evolution.

Mesons:
 Antiflow

is sensitive to rescattering of 
hadrons.   

N.B.: PHSD as transport approach includes intrinsically a screening of long range interactions. 4



Proton flow in Au+Au collisions
The proton flow has an S-shape , but is approximately linear at midrapidity. 

The P
T 

cut deflects the tails of the flow.

5Data E895: H. Liu et al. (E895 Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5488 (2000).
Data E877: J. Barrette et al. (E877 Collab.), Phys. Rev. C 55, 1420 (1997); 56, 3254 (1997).
Data STAR: L. Adamczyk et al. (STAR Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 162301 (2014).

preliminary
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AGS data:  P
y 
>0.3GeV

STAR data:  0.4GeV< P
T 
<2GeV



The antiflow of pions presents a flattening at midrapidity.               
This flattening disappears with increasing impact parameter.

Pion antiflow in Au+Au collisions
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preliminary

Data E877: J. Barrette et al. (E877 Collab.), Phys. Rev. C 55, 1420 (1997); 56, 3254 (1997).
Data STAR: L. Adamczyk et al. (STAR Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 162301 (2014).

STAR data: P
T
 >0.2GeV,  P<1.6GeV

midcentral centrality class: 10-40%
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Fitting procedure: 
v1(Y)=F Y at midrapidity

 and  v1(Y)=F Y + C Y3  for |Y|<1.

Directed Flow: Slope F

preliminary

p
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L.Tolos, A.Ramos, A.Polls, PRC65 (2002) 054907;
W.Cassing, L.Tolos, E.L.Bratkovskaya, A.Ramos, NPA727 (2003) 59;

W.Cassing,V. Konchakovski, A. P., V.D. Toneev, E.L. Bratkovskaya [1408.4313]

Kaon Potentials

G-Matrix theory

K Repulsive K attractive

Potentials are density- and momentum-dependent.
PHSD explores these potentials in collisions up to 3ρ

0
.



Directed flow with Kaon Potential

The time evolution of the flow 
does not change with the 
inclusion of the potentials.

The non-strange particles 
flow is not deflected 
introducing the Kaon potential.
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AGS data:  P
T 
<0.3GeV

STAR data:  P
T
 >0.2GeV, P<1.6GeV

Kaon antiflow in Au+Au collisions
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The antiflow of Kaons is sensitive to the potential!

Data E895: C. Pinkenburg et al. (E895 Collab.),  arXiv: nucl-ex/0104025(2001).
Data STAR: Y. Pandit et al. (STAR Collab.), arXiv:1505.03933 (2015).

preliminary



Kaon Directed Flow slope F
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Kaon   
potential  

Change of the 
sign of the flow

AntiKaon   
potential  

Flatter 
Antiflow

With increasing energy the flow 
vanishes and there is no more 
relevant role of the potentials.

preliminary

Fitting procedure: v1(Y)=F Y at midrapidity and  v1(Y)=F Y + C Y3  for |Y|<1.

preliminary



Summary

We look forward for low energy-scan!

 Directed Flow is established at the early stage of the 
collisions but the mesons flows are sensitive to 
rescattering of hadrons.

 Directed Flow is sensitive to P
T
 cuts and value of the 

impact parameter.

 Directed Flow is a probe to study the Kaon 
Potentials in the medium!
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Directed Flow: <p
x
> and v1

Spatial asymmetry and 
asymmetry in momentum space

Collective transverse motion:  
<p

x
> and v

1

d<p
x
>/dY, dV

1 
/dY < 0   “antiflow”

d<p
x
>/dY, dV

1 
/dY > 0  “normal flow”



V. Konchakovski, W. Cassing, Yu. Ivanov, V. Toneev, PRC90 (2014) 014903.

Snapshot of the reaction plane

d<p
x
>/dY, dV

1 
/dY < 0   “antiflow”

d<p
x
>/dY, dV

1 
/dY > 0  “normal flow”









(First order gradient expansion of the Wigner-transformed Kadanoff-Baym (First order gradient expansion of the Wigner-transformed Kadanoff-Baym 
equations)equations)

drift termdrift term Vlasov termVlasov term collision term =collision term =  ‚loss‘ term‚loss‘ term  -   - ‚gain‘ term‚gain‘ termbackflow termbackflow term

      Backflow termBackflow term  incorporates theincorporates the  off-shelloff-shell  behavior in the particle propagationbehavior in the particle propagation

                      ! vanishes in the quasiparticle limit! vanishes in the quasiparticle limit  AAXPXP = 2  = 2    (p(p22-M-M22) ) 
Propagation of the Green‘s functionPropagation of the Green‘s function      iiSS<<

XPXP=A=AXP XP ffXP XP , which carries information not , which carries information not 
only on the number of particles, but also on their properties,only on the number of particles, but also on their properties, interactions and  interactions and 
correlationscorrelations

W. Cassing , S. Juchem, NPA 665 (2000) 377; 672 (2000) 417; 677 (2000) 4451W. Cassing , S. Juchem, NPA 665 (2000) 377; 672 (2000) 417; 677 (2000) 4451

Boltzmann equation -> off-shell transport

GENERALIZATIONGENERALIZATION

XPXP –  – width of spectral functionwidth of spectral function =  = reaction ratereaction rate of a particle (at phase-space position XP) of a particle (at phase-space position XP)
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